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The s heduling of real-time tasks with primary-ba kup based
fault-tolerant requirements has been an important problem for several
years. Most of the known s heduling s hemes are non-adaptive in nature
meaning that they do not adapt to the dynami s of faults and task's
parameters in the system. In this paper, we propose an adaptive faulttolerant s heduling s heme that has a me hanism to ontrol the overlap
interval between the primary and ba kup versions of tasks su h that the
overall performan e of the system is improved. The overlap interval is
determined based on the estimated primary fault probability and task's
soft laxity. We also propose a new performan e index that integrates
s hedulability (S ) and reliability (R) into a single metri , alled SR
index. To evaluate the proposed s heme, we have ondu ted analyti al
and simulation studies under di erent fault and deadline s enarios, and
found that the proposed adaptive s heme adapts to system dynami s
and o ers better SR index than that of the non-adaptive s hemes.

Abstra t.
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Introdu tion

Real-time systems are de ned as those systems in whi h the orre tness of the
system depends not only on the logi al result of omputation, but also on the
time at whi h the results are produ ed [1℄. Multipro essors and multi omputer
systems are emerging as a powerful omputing means for real-time appli ations
due to their apability for high performan e and reliability. In most real-time
appli ations, there is a need for reliable exe ution of tasks even in the presen e
of faults. Reliable (fault-tolerant) exe ution of a task is usually a hieved by
s heduling multiple versions of the task [2℄-[9℄.
Primary-Ba kup (PB) s heduling is an important fault-tolerant approa h in
whi h two versions of a task are s heduled on two di erent pro essors and an
a eptan e test is used to he k the orre tness of the result [3℄-[8℄. The three
variants [8℄ of this approa h are: primary-ba kup ex lusive (PB-EXCL) [5, 7℄,
?
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primary-ba kup on urrent (PB-CONCUR) [8, 9℄, and primary-ba kup overlap
(PB-OVER) [8℄.
In PB-EXCL approa h, the primary and ba kup versions of a task are exluded in time as well as in spa e (i.e., s heduled on two di erent pro essors in
an non-overlapping manner). The ba kup version is exe uted only if the output of
the primary fails the a eptan e test, otherwise it (ba kup) is deallo ated from
the s hedule. This approa h uses less resour es if faults rarely o ur, be ause
ba kups are mostly deallo ated. Nevertheless, it requires the exe ution interval
(de ned as the interval between start time of primary and nish time of ba kup)
of a task to be at least twi e that of its omputation time. In soft real-time
systems, the exe ution interval of a task is riti al in determining the utility of
the task's output. The lower the exe ution interval, the higher the utility.
In PB-CONCUR approa h, the primary and the ba kup versions of a task are
exe uted on urrently. In this approa h, the onsumption time (de ned as the
total pro essor time used by a task for its exe ution) of a task is always twi e that
of its omputation time irrespe tive of the fault rate in the system. Nevertheless,
the exe ution interval for the task is always equal to its omputation time. The
onsumption time is inversely proportional to the pro essor utilization. The lower
the onsumption time, the better the s hedulability.
It is evident that the PB approa hes o er a trade-o between the number
of tasks s heduled to the total utility of their output to the system. It an be
noted that the redu tion in both onsumption time and exe ution interval will
ontribute to better performan e. In summary, PB-EXCL o ers better performan e when fault rate is low or tasks have high soft laxities (Laxity of a task
is equal to its deadline minus urrent time minus its remaining exe ution time;
Informally, the higher the laxity, the lesser the urgen y), whereas PB-CONCUR
o ers better performan e when the fault rate is high and tasks have low laxities. The PB-OVER is a exible approa h wherein the primary and the ba kup
versions of a task are s heduled to overlap in exe ution. This approa h has the
potential to exploit the advantages of the other two approa hes if the overlap
interval is suitably adapted.
In this paper, we propose an adaptive PB-OVER based s heduling s heme
that makes use of an estimate of the primary fault probability and task's laxity
to ontrol the degree of overlap between its (task) versions. There exists some
adaptive fault-tolerant s heduling algorithms (e.g., [6℄) wherein the task spe i es
to the s heduler the adaptiveness strategy. Clearly, su h an algorithm does not
enjoy the bene ts of feedba k-based adaptiveness wherein the s heduler adapts
to the dynami s of the system.
2

System Model

Task Model
1. The system has soft real-time aperiodi tasks. Ea h task Ti has the at-

tributes arrival time (ai ), ready time (ri ), worst ase omputation time ( i ),
a relative soft deadline (dsi ), and a relative rm deadline (dfi ). Tasks are nonpreemptable. 2. Ea h task Ti has two versions, namely primary version (P ri )

and ba kup version (Bki ). The versions have identi al attributes. 3. dsi = k1  i
and dfi = k2  i , where k2  k1 and k2  2.

Fault Model

Assumption 1: We assume that ea h pro essor, ex ept the s heduler, may fail
due to hardware fault whi h results in task's failure. The faults an be transient
or permanent and are independent of ea h other.
f r ) 8 T are mu h smaller than the mean
Assumption 2: We assume that (di
i
i
time to failure (M T T F ) of the system. This assumption is used to enhan e the
probability of su essfully exe uting the ba kup of a task, if its primary fails.
Assumption 3: We assume that there exists fault-dete tion me hanisms su h as
fail-signal and a eptan e test to dete t pro essor and task failures, respe tively.
The s heduler will not s hedule tasks to a known faulty pro essor.

3

Proposed Adaptive S heduling S heme

In a dynami s heduling, tasks arrive at the s heduler, from where they are
distributed to other pro essors for exe ution. The ommuni ation between the
s heduler and the pro essors is through dispat h queues (Figure 1). The s heduler runs in parallel with the pro essors and periodi ally updates the s hedules
in the dispat h queues. In our work, we employ a fault monitor to periodi ally
observe the fault rate in the system using a feedba k as shown in Figure 1. The
fault rate is then used to estimate the primary (task) fault probability in the
system. The fault probability together with tasks' soft laxity is used to ontrol
the overlap interval between the primary and ba kup versions of ea h task.
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An adaptive s heduler model

In this paper, we propose an adaptive PB-OVER s heduling s heme that
makes use of an estimate of the primary fault probability and task's laxity to
ontrol the degree of overlap between the versions of a task. Two variations of
the adaptive s heme are proposed by varying the adaptation me hanism. The
adaptation an be done in a ontinuous manner whi h leads to an approa h alled
PB-OVER ontinuous (PB-OVER-CONT), or it an be done in a dis rete manner
whi h leads to an approa h alled PB-OVER swit h (PB-OVER-SWITCH). In
PB-OVER-CONT, the overlap interval varies from no overlap to full overlap in

a ontinuous manner as the fault probability varies from 0 to 1. In PB-OVERSWITCH, the s heduler uses a threshold value of fault probability to swit h
from PB-EXCL to PB-CONCUR, i.e., if the probability is less than the threshold,
the adaptive s heduler behaves like PB-EXCL, otherwise it behaves like PBCONCUR. In PB-OVER-SWITCH, the threshold value is adapted with task's
laxity.

3.1 Fault Monitoring System
A fault monitoring system periodi ally (with period p) monitors the ompletion
of tasks in the system. For ea h period, the monitoring system ounts the number
of faulty primaries (nf (t)) and the total number of primaries ompleted (n(t))
during that period.
A ording to the frequen y interpretation probability on epts, the probability of an event (primary fail) is the proportion of the time that events of the
same kind will o ur in the long run. Hen e, we de ne the primary fault probability (f ) as the ratio of the number of faulty primaries to the total number
f
of primaries exe uted in a given interval [0; t℄: f (t) = nn((tt)) . This probability is
al ulated every p time units, where p is the sample period for the monitor.

3.2 Performan e Index
The performan e index that we use to ompare the fault-tolerant approa hes
apture the trade-o between the pro essor utilization and task's value. This
performan e index is alled the s hedulability-reliability (SR) index.
For a task Ti , we de ne the pro essor utilization of the task (U T ILi ) as the
ratio of worst ase exe ution time ( i ) to the expe ted onsumption time (P Ti ).
U T ILi = i =P Ti : We also de ne a value fun tion (V ALi ) that is used to redit
the su essful output from a task depending on its expe ted exe ution interval
(ETi ). In the value fun tion (Equation 1), the task ontributes a value of one if
it nishes before its soft deadline, a monotoni ally de reasing value if it nishes
between its soft and rm deadlines, a value of zero if it misses its rm deadline.
The monotoni ally de reasing task value is inversely proportional to its expe ted
exe ution interval.

8
>
i  dsi
< 1ds for ET
f
s
V ALi = ETi i for di  ETi  di
>
: 0 for ETi > df

(1)

SRi = U T ILi  V ALi :

(2)

i
The performan e index of a soft real-time system is usually measured as the
sum of the values ontributed by the admitted tasks. For a given system apa ity,
there are two options: (i) admit a few tasks with a higher value for ea h task or
(ii) admit a large number of tasks with a lower value for ea h task. Therefore,
the SRi index for a task (Ti ) is:

The e e t on the number of admitted tasks is inherently aptured by the
pro essor utilization of ea h task. The SR index
a set of n tasks that are
Pfor
n
SR
i
.
admitted into the system is omputed as SR = i=1n
4

Analysis of PB-based Fault-tolerant Approa hes

To analyze and ompare the fault-tolerant approa hes, we make the following
assumptions: (i) The primary fault probability (f ) is estimated using the fault
monitoring me hanism. (ii) The worst ase exe ution time for the tasks is xed
and is equal to . (iii) The relative soft deadline (ds ) for a task is , and its
relative rm deadline (df ) is 2 .
Primary-Ba kup EXCLusive (PB-EXCL): In this approa h, the primary and the
ba kup versions of a task are ex luded in spa e as well as in time. The expe ted
exe ution interval for a task Ti using this approa h is: ETi = 2 f + (1 f ) =
(1+ f ). The expe ted onsumption time for the task is given by P Ti = 2 f +(1
f ) = (1 + f ). The pro essor utilization is given by: U T ILi = (1+f ) = (1+1 f ) .
Sin e dsi = and dfi = 2 , the value fun tion for this approa h is V ALi =
= 1+1 f . The SR index for this approa h is then SRi = (1+1f )2 (refer
(1+f )
Figure 2a for the plot).
Primary-Ba kup CONCURrent (PB-CONCUR): In this approa h, the primary
and the ba kup versions of tasks are exe uted on urrently. In this approa h,
ETi and P Ti are equal to and 2 , respe tively. The pro essor utilization for this
approa h is given by U T ILi = 2 = 0:5. The value fun tion for this approa h is
V ALi = = 1. The SR index for this approa h is then SRi = 0:5 (refer Figure
2a).
Primary-Ba kup OVERlap (PB-OVER): In this approa h, the primary and the
ba kup versions of a task an overlap in exe ution by an amount equal to .
The ETi and P Ti for the task using this approa h are given by
ETi = f ( + (1
P Ti = 2 f + (1

f ) = f (1
)+
(3)
) = (1
) f + (1 + )
The pro essor utilization and the value fun tion for this approa h are respe tively given by
U T ILi =

) ) + (1

f )( +

1
1 + f + (1

f)

and V ALi =

1
1 + f (1

)

(4)

The SR index for this approa h is then
1
(5)
(1 + f + (1 f ))(1 + f (1
))
The most important property that is expe ted from PB-OVER is to ombine
the advantages of PB-EXCL and PB-CONCUR approa hes. That is, when f = 0,
the desirable values of ETi and P Ti is . When f = 1, the desirable values of
ETi and P Ti is and 2 , respe tively.
SRi =

5

Adaptive

PB-OVER

Fault-tolerant Approa hes

To a hieve the adaptive property, we propose two adaptive PB-OVER approa hes
by varying the adaptation me hanism: PB-OVER ontinuous (PB-OVER-CONT)
and PB-OVER swit h (PB-OVER-SWITCH).

5.1 Primary-Ba kup OVERlap CONTinuous (PB-OVER-CONT)
In PB-OVER-CONT, the overlap interval varies from no overlap to full overlap in
a ontinuous manner as the fault probability varies from 0 to 1. From Equation
(3), we found that this an be a hieved by substituting = f whi h results in
ETi = ( f 2 + f + 1)

and P Ti = ( f 2 + 2f + 1)

(6)

Using the assumption in Se tion 4 the pro essor utilization and the value
fun tion for this approa h are respe tively given by
U T ILi =

1
1
and V ALi =
2
f + 2f + 1
( f + f + 1)

(7)

2

The SRi index for this approa h (Figure 2a) is then SRi =

(

1

f 2 +2f +1)( f 2 +f +1)

5.2 Primary-Ba kup OVERlap SWITCH (PB-OVER-SWITCH)
In PB-OVER-SWITCH, the s heduler swit hes from PB-EXCL to PB-CONCUR
depending on the value of f . If f is less than a threshold fo , then the PB-OVERSWITCH approa h behaves like PB-EXCL, else it behaves like PB-CONCUR. The
threshold fo is the value of f at whi h the SR index of PB-EXCL is equal to that
of PB-CONCUR. Thus, ETi and P Ti of the task be ome
ETi =



 (1 + f ) for 0  f  fo
for fo < f  1

and P Ti =


2

 (1 + f ) for 0  f  fo
for fo < f  1

(8)
For the given assumption the value of fo is the value of f that satis es (1+1f )2 =
p
0:5, whi h is f = 2 1. The SR index for this approa h (Figure 2a) is given
by

(

SRi =

1
(1+ )2

0:5

f

p

for 0  f  2 1
p
for 2 1  f  1

(9)

5.3 E e t of Task's Soft Laxity on Performan e
In this se tion, we rst study the e e t of task's soft laxity on the performan e
of the PB-based fault-tolerant approa hes. Next, we propose a me hanism that
allow the fault probability threshold (fo ) to be adapted with task's soft laxity.

In Se tions 4, 5.1, and 5.2 (Figure 2a), we assumed that the task's soft deadline (ds ) is equal to . This assumption allows the PB-EXCL approa h to s hedule
only one version of a task (P r) within its soft deadline and the other version
(Bk ) must be s heduled after the soft deadline. This degrades the performan e
of the PB-EXCL approa h as f in reases be ause the orre t output is always
produ ed by the ba kup whi h has less value. When tasks have a large soft deadline, then both the primary and the ba kup versions of the task an be s heduled
in an ex lusive manner within their soft deadline. Therefore, all PB-based faulttolerant approa hes o er the same output value (V AL) for the nished tasks
whi h is equal to one and does not depend on f . Hen e, the SR index will be
1
0:5, 1+1 f , and f 2 +2
f +1 , respe tively for the PB-CONCUR, PB-EXCL, and the
PB-OVER-CONT approa hes (Figure 2b).
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index for the PB approa hes

From Figure 2b, we noti e that the PB-EXCL o ers the best SR indexpfor all
values of f . The PB-SWITCH o ers the best
p SR index only when f < 2 1
and it o ers the lowest SR index when f > 2 1. This is be ause the threshold
value (fo ) that is used by the PB-SWITCH approa h to swit
p h between the PBEXCL and PB-CONCUR approa hes is onstant (f0 = 2 1) and does not
hange with hanging task's soft deadline. In Se tion 5.2, the threshold f0 is
de ned as the value of f at whi h the SR index of PB-EXCL is equal to that
of PB-CONCUR. Therefore, for the given task's deadline the value of f0 is the
value of f that satis es (1+1 f ) = 0:5, whi h is f = 1. By using this new threshold
value (f0 = 1), the PB-OVER-SWITCH always behaves like PB-EXCL approa h
whi h o ers the best performan e in this ase.
It is evident from the above dis ussion that the threshold value (f0 ) have to
be adapted with the task's soft laxity to be able to determine the orre t overlap
interval that maximizes the performan e of the system. To do so, the s heduler
behaves as follows for ea h task (Ti ) that arrives in the system:
1. S hedules the primary (P ri ) version of the task.
2. If the primary was s heduled within the soft deadline, then

(a) Determine the overlap interval (i i ) between the primary and the ba kup
versions of the task so that both versions will be s heduled within the
soft deadline.
i (dsi f t(P ri ))
(10)
i =
i
where f t(P ri ) is the relative nish time of the primary version.
(b) If i < 0 then, i = 0.
3. Else if the primary was s heduled to nish after the soft deadline, then
i = 1.
Using this value (i ) the s heduler al ulates the threshold value (f0i ) that is
used by the PB-OVER-SWITCH approa h to sele t the orre t overlap interval
(i.e., if (f < f0i ) : = 0 ? = 1) between the primary and the ba kup versions
for this task (Ti ). To al ulate f0i for a given task Ti the s heduler uses the
following equation:

p

f0i = ( 2

2)i + 1

p

(11)

The above equation is derived from the fa t that f0 hange from 2 1 to 1,
when the task's soft laxity hanges from the ase where the s heduler is only able
to s hedule one version of the task within its soft deadline to the ase where it is
able to s hedule both versions in an ex lusive manner within the soft deadline.

5.4 Performan e Studies
In this se tion, we ompare the performan e of the proposed adaptive faulttolerant approa hes with that of the non-adaptive PB-based fault-tolerant approa hes, through simulation studies. The SR index has been used as the performan e metri . For ea h point in the performan e plots the system was simulated
with 20,000 tasks. This number of tasks has been hosen to have a 99% on den e interval within 0:0035 around ea h value of SR.
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the e e t of primary fault probability on the
SR index for all PB approa hes. Figure 3(a) shows the behavior of the PB
approa hes when f varies for tasks that have relative soft deadline equals to 2 i
and relative rm deadline equals to 5 i . Figure 3(b) shows the ase for tasks that
have relative soft deadline equals to 4 i and relative rm deadline equals to 5 i .
From the gures, it an be seen that when the relative soft deadline is large
(Figure 3(b)) the PB-OVER-SWITCH and the PB-EXCL approa hes behave similar and o er the best SR index. This is be ause when ds is large, the tasks
have enough soft laxity to be s heduled in an ex lusive manner within the soft
deadline. The threshold value f0 used by the PB-OVER-SWITCH approa h is
approximately equal to 1. From Figure 3(a), we an noti e that the PB-EXCL
approa h has the highest SR index when f < 0:75, and the PB-CONCUR approa h has the highest SR index when f > 0:75. The SR index o ered by the
PB-OVER-CONT lies between the PB-CONCUR and PB-EXCL for all values of
primary fault probability. Sin e the PB-OVER-SWITCH behaves like PB-EXCL
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when f  0:75 and like PB-CONCUR when f > 0:75, it o ers the best SR index
for all values of f .
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the e e t of task's soft laxity on the SR index for
all PB approa hes. Figure 4(a) shows the behavior of the PB approa hes when
ds varies for the system in whi h the primary fault probability is 0.25 and tasks'
relative rm deadline is 5 i . Figure 4(b) shows the ase for system in whi h the
primary fault probability is 0.75 and tasks' relative rm deadline is 5 i .
From the gures, it an be seen that when the primary fault probability (f ) is
low (Figure 4(a)) the PB-OVER-SWITCH and the PB-EXCL approa hes behave
similar and o er the best SR index for all values of ds . This is be ause when f
is small, the PB-OVER-SWITCH swit h to an overlap interval equal to zero. The
SR index o ered by the PB-OVER-CONT lies between the PB-CONCUR and PBEXCL for all values of ds . From Figure 4(b), we an noti e that the PB-CONCUR
and PB-OVER-SWITCH approa hes have the highest SR index when ds  2.
This is be ause, when f is high and tasks have small soft laxity, the threshold
value that is used by the PB-OVER-SWITCH for ea h task is smaller than the

fault probability in the system (f = 0:75). Thus, PB-OVER-SWITCH behaves
like PB-CONCUR for this region. It an be noti ed that when 2  ds  3, the
PB-OVER-SWITCH approa h has the highest SR index. This is be ause, in this
interval, the tasks have medium values of soft deadline. Thus, PB-OVER-SWITCH
maximizes the performan e by adapting the task's fault threshold (foi ) based on
soft deadline. Finally, in Figure 4(b), it an be noti ed that the PB-EXCL and
PB-OVER-SWITCH approa hes have the highest SR index when ds > 3.
6

Con lusions

In this paper, we have proposed an adaptive s heme for the PB-based faulttolerant s heduling of tasks on multipro essor real-time systems. The key idea
used is to ontrol the overlap interval between the primary and ba kup versions
of a task based on an estimated value of primary fault probability and task's soft
laxity. Two variants (PB-OVER-CONT and PB-OVER-SWITCH) of the adaptive
s heme have been proposed and studied. We have also proposed a new metri ,
alled s hedulability-reliability (SR) index. Our studies show that the proposed
PB-OVER-SWITCH adaptive s heme always performs better than the other PBbased approa hes for the SR index performan e metri . The feedba k based
adaptation me hanism, su h as the one developed in this paper, opens up many
avenues for further resear h in value-based s heduling in real-time systems.
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